GREAT COMMUNICATION

Give Your Relationship the Attention it Deserves!
INTRODUCTION
I. The “Five-to-One Ratio”
II. Gender Differences in the Heart
III. Love and Forgiveness languages
IV. daily Dialogue
V. The Nine New Healthy Lifestyle Habits
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Enriching or Poisoning a Marriage
This information was created for the closest of relationships - but most of these interactions can
be altered and applied to interaction with people in any relationship. Note that, when things in a
relationship require change or attention, we need to be able to complain but without toxic
negativity. You need all the fluency of being a great spouse for you, your beloved and as a roll
model. Soak up all the clues you can get - ask your Lover to check his/her favorite hearts below.

John Gottman’s Magic Ratio: (1 to 5) one ‘minus’ to five ‘pluses’
As long as there is five times more positive feeling and interaction between husband and
wife as there is negative,
we found the marriage was likely to be stable.

LOVE AND RESPECT


























Show Interest, Pay Full Attention, Listen, Share in Participation
Be Affectionate – Touching, In the Eyes, Playfulness, Wit
Hold Hands, Arms, Arms Around, etc.
Touch His or Her Favorite Way in Private and Public
Show You Care: Love Kept Inside Doesn’t Contribute to Your
Relationship (and use his/her Love Language)
Be Appreciative, Grateful, Thankful, Admiring, Praising
Show Your Concern – Listen, Be Sensitive, Offer Assurance
Be Empathetic – Don’t be Self-Centered, Be Kind, Think from His or Her Point of View,
Think Like a Husband or a Wife - Caring For Your Spouse!
Be Accepting: Know Your Man/Woman & Don’t Expect Change....Unconditional Love!
Say words of love, appreciation, encouragement, approval, gratitude...
Listen Without Interrupting; Be Curious About What He/She is Thinking
Use Endearing, Playful, Sexy or Cute Pet Names - Remember: Novelty and Arousal!
Apologize and Change what was hurtful; Know his/her Language of Apology and use it
Forgive and Let Go of Past Injury; All we Have is Today and Tomorrow
Put Your Stubborn Face Away, Sigh, Soften and Become Willing
Do Nice Things, Acts of Service, Chores, Fair Division of Labor, Little Treats
Choose Special Gifts, Big or Small, Surprises, or from Lists, or Shopping Together
Plan a Date for Your Beloved, Plan it Together, Casual, Glamorous, Sexy, Silly - Do It!
Interview Your Loved-One, Show Your Full Attention, Learn something New
Compliment His or Her Appearance in Ways He or She can Enjoy
Accept Compliments Sincerely and Feel the Love Given Life Your Load
Joke Around, Share Your Wit, Lightheartedness, Be Mischievous in Happy Ways
Flirt, Seduce, Romance Him or Her, Get the Chemistry Warmed-Up
Share Your Joy, Laugh Together, Celebrate with Enthusiasm
Smile! Smile! SMILE! and SMILE MORE!

*5 of these types of expressions of love and respect as above erase one of the negatives.

DON’T EVER USE TOXIC NEGATIVITY
Criticism, Insults, Defensiveness and Using The Silent Treatment are
NOT FOR ADULTS, they’re only for ‘SOAP OPERA DRAMA’
When things in a relationship require change or attention, we need to be able to complain* but
without toxic negativity.

1. Criticism or Blame (never have worked, never will; get your finger pointed
back at yourself and do something about it!)
Placing blame; it’s your fault
Put-downs
Critical comments or attitudes
Evaluating or judging negatively

2. Contempt - Intention to Insult (we stop kids’ name-calling; walk your talk!)





Name-Calling Dehumanizes and Insults, Violates and Betrays
Hostile Humor: Insults Wrapped in a Hurtful and Cynical Blanket
Mockery and Put-Downs – Arrogant Bullying
Body Language – Sneering, Rolling the Eyes, Curling the Lip in Disgust

3. Defensiveness (put down the sword and shield and walk off the battlefield;
get out of the courtroom and leave the prosecutor behind; walk into your
home as a grown-up husband or wife with accountability and willingness!)
 Denying Responsibility - if you’re concerned, you have power in it.
 Making Excuses - we don’t accept these from our children, get to the point.
 Disagreeing with Negative Mind Reading: “I Know What You’re Thinking…” and it isn’t
good...goes nowhere except to hurt
 Cross-Complaining: One Complains – the Other, Instead of Looking to Solve the
Problem, Brings Up His or Her Own Complaint: I don’t do the dishes? Well, YOU never
take out the garbage!
 Rubber Man/Rubber Woman – I’M rude? YOU’RE the one who’s rude!
 “Yes-But”ing: Don’t play Bunny and Rabbit Ya’But; stop and team up
 Repeating Yourself – Broken Records are boring and disrespectful; get the new data
 Whining – playing Poor Little Old Me depletes your abilities - take action
 Body Language – 55% of Communication is Visual Cues and Your Posturing is Just as
Caring or as Hurtful as the thoughts Behind It. This is poisonous and revengeful.

4. Stonewalling (silence doesn’t solve any problems;
if you need a break say, “I’ll be back.”)
 Pouting, Shutting Down or Refusing to
Communicate Conveys: Disapproval, icy
distance, smugness, etc.
*COMPLAINING is best done and most effective
when we use Cushion Statements (ask for Heather’s
handout on Cushion Statements) & a Request for Change!

Instead: just complain!

COMPLAIN
Use your own words and feelings with
no blame, criticism or defensiveness.
REQUEST REASONABLE CHANGE
Accept what your partner can offer.

The Work of Love is

Paying Attention
to our Finest Desires and Our Fondest Hopes
SELF-DISCIPLINE AND COURAGE: Scott Peck reminds us that two things are
required for us to learn to pay attention to our finest desires and our fondest hopes: discipline and
courage. Personal growth is a complex, arduous and lifelong task. Love is the fuel on the road
less traveled. Peck describes how self-discipline is necessary to cope with the difficulties of life.
Love is presented as the motive and reward for self-discipline.
Love is that feeling that no matter what happens or what the other person does, somewhere in
your heart, you will find a way to forgive or understand them.
Love does not require that you cannot envision yourself living without the other person.
Love is that you want to see and help the other people grow.
Love involves effort and will, and is not a passive process.
"Love is the will to extend one's self
for the purpose of nurturing one's own spiritual growth or
another's spiritual growth."

The Experience of Intimate Love

7. Man’s
Emotional Needs

8. Woman’s
Emotional Needs

Trust Him
Acceptance of Him
Appreciation
Admiration
Approval
Encouragement

Caring Behaviors
Attention & Listening
Respect
Validation
Devotion
Reassurance

Novelty & Arousal
Ask Heather for her Passion List to ﬁnd fun and new things to do!
214-636-5889

heatherc@heathercarlile.com

The Five Love Languages
	


Mine	


	


♥

Quality Time Together _____
Aﬀectionate Touch

_____

Acts of Service

_____

Aﬃrming Words

_____

Gifts Received	


_____

	


His/Hers	

	


♥

Quality Time Together _____
Aﬀectionate Touch

_____

Acts of Service

_____

Aﬃrming Words

_____

Gifts Received	


_____

“The Floor”
The Speaker has the Floor!
(That means whomever doesnʼt have The
Floor, zips their lips and really listens!)

Heather Carlile is a Certified Facilitator of PREP
Contact her for the Self-Scored Listening Quiz!

♥
Rank your Love
Language
preferences from 1 to
5 in the order of what
makes you feel most
loved.
Then find out and
write down your
partnerʼs ranking.
Donʼt waste your
energy and creativity!
Give your love in his
or her top languages!

♥

Daily Dialogue Recipe

For Pillow Talk, Coffee, a Glass
of Wine, in the Car, Phone Break,
Over Dinner Out, etc.

Appreciations
New Information
Puzzles
Complaints with Request
for Change
5. Wishes, Hopes and
Dreams
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Five Languages of Apology
1. Expressing Regret:
“I am sorry.”
2. Accepting Responsibility:
“I was wrong.”
3. Making Restitution:
“What can I do to make it right?”
4. Genuinely Repenting:
“I’ll try not to do that again.”
5. Requesting Forgiveness:
“Will you please forgive me?”
(Contact Heather for more examples.)

Daily Dialogue for Couples
COUPLES CONNECT DAILY: We know communication is important, but just how do we do it?
Practice sharing these five simple things every day for a week and soon the quality conversation as a result
of the Daily Dialogue will become a good habit. Do them all – even if at first they seem artificial or corny.
This simple but crucial skill can make the difference between misery and happiness.
1. Appreciations: Share five things you appreciate about each other. These can range from the simple "I
like your smile" to the sublime "I like it that you were able to kiss and make up after I forgot to pick you
up last night." Appreciations build up credit in the love bank. It can be a nice surprise to realize just
how much our partners notice and appreciate.
2. New Information: We often forget to update our partner about a change in plans or circumstances.
We tell people at work or a family member and think we've told our spouse. Make the daily updates a
ritual. Information like "The dentist said Bobby won't need braces after all," or "I'll have to be in San
Francisco an extra day," is crucial to staying in-synch and feeling connected.
3. Puzzles: Clear-up big or little mysteries before they become suspicions, jealousy, false assumptions, or
resentments. Most "puzzles" have simple explanations. "You promised you'd water the tomatoes before
you left this morning. What happened?" "The water was turned off. Was it back on when you got up?"
You have to ask.
4. Complaints with Request for Change: Get in the habit of saying what you want rather than what you
don't want. Describe a specific behavior that bothers you and explain how you'd like it done. Instead of
"I get furious when you call and don't leave a message," say, "Honey, when you call and get the machine,
please don't say 'It's me' and hang up. Say why you're calling, and when you'll call back, or be home, or
whatever it was you were calling to tell me."
5. Wishes, Hopes, and Dreams: Describe three things you hope for in the long run ("I hope to run a
marathon by the time I'm 40") and in the short run ("This week-end I'd like to spend a half-hour alone
with my Dad when he's here.") A partner who understands your dreams is able to help them happen.
Remember that hopes change as we go along and it's important to keep each other current.
(Contact Heather for her Couples Communication Class Schedule and/or Study Guide.)
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